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Beware Intense Insider Trading Scrutiny In Current Climate
By Haimavathi Marlier and David Newman (April 8, 2020, 5:30 PM EDT)
In February, Sen. Richard Burr, R-N.C., and a number of his colleagues sold stock
after receiving confidential briefings on the potential impact of COVID-19 on the
United States.[1] Shortly after these trades came to light, the calls began for
regulators to investigate, and complaints were filed with the U.S. Department of
Justice, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Senate Ethics
Committee.[2]
Burr quickly released a statement that he “relied solely on public news reports to
guide” his stock transactions and submitted the matter to the Senate Ethics
Committee for investigation.[3] Other senators have since explained that their
transactions were handled by third-party investment advisers.[4] But these
responses have thus far done little to tamp down public scrutiny.
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On March 23 — the first working day after news of these trades broke[5] — the codirectors of the SEC’s Division of Enforcement issued a public statement recognizing
that “corporate insiders are regularly learning new material nonpublic information
that may hold an even greater value than under normal circumstances” and
reminding individuals that trading on the basis of such information violates the
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federal securities laws.[6] Just one week later, CNN broke the news that the FBI had
reached out to Burr as part of a joint effort between the DOJ and the SEC to examine the senators’
transactions.[7]
This probe is the latest shot across the bow from the SEC, which has been warning against securities
laws violations related to the ongoing pandemic. In February, the SEC issued an investor alert on COVID19, noting that they were tracking online stock promotions claiming that certain publicly traded
company products or services could “prevent, detect, or cure coronavirus.”[8]
Shortly thereafter, the SEC suspended trading in two companies for COVID-19-related statements in
online promotional materials.[9] And throughout March, the SEC has repeatedly underscored insider
trading prohibitions in the context of COVID-19, even as the SEC has extended conditional relief
concerning companies’ filing and reporting obligations in consideration of disruptions related to the
virus.[10]

As Burr’s example shows, the risks of such scrutiny extend even beyond regulators. On March 23, a
shareholder in the Wyndham hotel chain (whose shares Burr had sold back in February) filed a lawsuit in
the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, alleging, among other things, that Burr’s sale violated
the insider trading laws.
In sum, the suit claims that Burr’s knowledge from confidential briefings on both the likelihood of an
outbreak and the likely shortcomings of mitigation measures, like quarantines and shelter-in-place
orders, amounted to material nonpublic information, or MNPI, regarding the impact of the virus on
Wyndam’s business operations.[11] The lawsuit noted that Wyndham’s stock has fallen from $59.16 per
share on Feb. 19 to $25.42 per share on March 23.
Whatever the truth about Burr’s stock sales and the merits of the lawsuit, his case stands as a cautionary
tale. Markets are volatile and insider trading is an area of intense scrutiny, by both public and private
actors. And the reputational consequences can be immediate.
Companies should think critically about how to mitigate the risk that any employee — from C-suite
insiders with access to detailed financial records to inventory clerks who notice an essential input hasn’t
arrived in weeks — finds themselves ensnared in an insider trading investigation. Although this can be
challenging with so many people working remotely or perhaps not working at all, there are a few steps
that they can take to mitigate such risk right now:
•

Ensure that insider trading policies guard against trading on the basis of COVID-19-related MNPI
by any employee;

•

Identify groups within their organizations that have, or are likely to have, MNPI;

•

Disseminate the organization’s insider trading policies to the identified groups, and require
these employees to confirm that they have received, read and understood the policies; and

•

Consider sending the policies with an email identifying the potential MNPI and stating that
trading on the basis of that information, or providing it to someone else so that they can trade,
violates the law.

Companies may also consider more proactive measures, including:
•

Imposing trading blackout periods where all or certain groups of employees are prohibited from
trading in the company’s securities;

•

Using restricted securities lists;

•

Implementing heightened preclearance requirements;

•

Reviewing employee trades to identify bad actors; and

•

Conducting employee trainings.

Few employees are privy to classified intelligence briefings. But in this climate, many employees, at all
corporate levels, could have enough nonpublic information about their companies (and even their
customers, suppliers and competitors) to trade on, putting themselves and their companies at great

legal risk. Taking these steps now may help companies mitigate the risk of SEC and other scrutiny, and
help them stay out of the headlines.
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